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Abstract: In this paper, a coplanar capacitive coupled suspended microstrip antenna with reduced air gap (compact) for
wireless applications is presented. Suspended microstrip antennas offer wide bandwidth due to the reduced effective
dielectric constant and surface waves. However, air gap in the suspended configuration is the prime constraint in compact
applications. Therefore, in this paper it is demonstrated that the air gap can be significantly reduced by utilizing the
previously reported approaches and modifying them would result in significant reduction compared to the results reported
earlier for the similar antenna geometries. The designs presented here exhibit the fractional impedance bandwidth of nearly
25% for all cases studied in the frequency range of 2-10 GHz.
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1. Introduction
Microstrip patch antennas are rapidly developing in
modern wireless communications, satellite and missile
applications due to their attractive features such as low
profile, light weight, and ease of fabrication. However, they
have inherently narrow impedance bandwidth. There are
various methods to overcome this serious drawback to
achieve ultra-wideband (UWB) performance. Since the
frequency range of UWB wireless standard has been
allocated from 3.1GHz to 10.6 GHz [1], nowadays obtaining
a compact wideband antenna is exclusively noticeable in
commercial and military systems. The antennas proposed
here operate in L-, S-, C-, and X-bands, which are suitable
for UWB applications such as wireless personal area
network (WPAN), microwave imaging for detecting tumors
and cancers, medical monitoring, and home networking
applications. There are several techniques for impedance
bandwidth enhancements which are reported by many
researchers such as by using impedance matching network
[2], stacked patches [3], using edge coupled parasitic
patches [2-4], by changing the shape of geometry [5], by
cutting slots into basic stapes [6]. Broad banding techniques
can also be achieved by modifying the probe shape [7-9]. At
the time of the fabrication and assembly some bandwidth
enhancement techniques pose problems due to the use of

multiple metal or dielectric layers in the geometries.
There are several microstrip patch antennas available in
literature which utilize single layer. For example, single
layer coplanar capacitive coupled probe fed suspended
microstrip antennas [9-15] are simple to realize and offer
high impedance bandwidth of nearly 50%. It is well known
that bandwidth enhancement can be achieved by increasing
the overall height of the composite air-dielectric medium
[10-14]. However, the use of air gap increases the
height/volume of the antenna which is undesired in several
compact applications [15-18].
In this paper we have taken the compact geometry
reported in [15] for the further investigation and tried to
reduce the air gap further by more than 50% which is a
significant reduction and useful in several compact
applications. Section 2 presents the basic geometry of the
antenna. The procedure of air gap reduction by selecting any
center frequency is presented in Section 3. Parametric
studies for optimization of air gap are presented in Section 4
followed by conclusions in Section 5.

2. Basic Geometry
Basic geometry of the antenna is shown in Figure 1 and its
optimized dimensions are listed in Table 1 [15]. It consists of
radiating patch and a rectangular feed strip which are etched
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on the same plane. The substrate is placed above the ground
plane at a height equal to air-gap. This height of air gap plays
a vital role for broad banding. The substrate used for the
antenna design is a Rogers’ make RO3003 with dielectric
constant=3.0, loss tangent (tan (δ)) = 0.0013 and thickness
(h) = 1.56 mm.
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optimization are the height of substrate above the ground (g),
the thickness of the substrates (h) separation between feed
strip and patch (d) and feed strip dimensions (length (t), and
width (s)). The complete optimization procedure of these
key design parameters is presented in [10]. In this work
optimization procedure is adopted for further reduction in air
gap and is presented in detail in Section 3.

3. Parametric Studies and Discussion
As stated in Section 2, the geometry shown in Figure 1
was simulated using IE3D software. All key design
parameters (length (t), width (s) and distance between feed
strip and patch (d)) have been investigated to analyze the
effect on antenna performance and are discussed in the
following subsections
The air gap is reduced by keeping the impedance
bandwidth high for compact applications as mentioned
earlier. In order to reduce size of the proposed antenna
geometry, an air gap was reduced in steps of 0.1 mm and
feed strip parameters (length (t), width (s) and distance
between feed strip and patch (d)) were re-optimized in each
case. Variations in the parameters are stopped wherever the
optimum bandwidth is obtained. The relation between
reduction in air gap value and change in feed strip dimension
are suggested in [15].
Figure 1. Geometry of a rectangular patch antenna with a small capacitive
feed arrangement [10].

g modiried = g opt + ∆ g

(2)

smidified = sopt + ∆ s

(3)

Table 1. Dimensions for the antenna designed for 10 GHz.

and
are the optimized air gap
In (2) and (3),
and feed strip width, respectively, as defined in [10]. And,

Parameter

Value

Length of the radiator patch (L)

7.8 mm

Width of the radiator patch (W)

10.6mm

Δ

1.5 Δ

Length of the feed strip(t)

2 mm

Δ

1.75 Δ

Width of the feed strip (s)

5.2 mm

Separation of feed strip from the patch (d)

0.5 mm

Air gap between substrates (g)

0.6 mm

Relative dielectric constant (εr)

3.0

Thickness of substrate (h)

1.56 mm

For the optimization of all parameters IE3D is used which
is method of moments (MoM) based electromagnetic (EM)
software. The basic design of patch is started by selecting
the center frequency as suggested in [10]. It has been shown
that the impedance bandwidth of the antenna can be
maximized by using the air gap value given in [10].

g ≅ 0.16λ0 − h ε r

(1)

Where, g is the height of substrate above the ground, h is
the thickness of the substrates, and εr is dielectric constant of
the substrate. However, equation (1) is used to calculate the
initial value. Final optimized values would be within ± 5%
of this value [10]. The parameters considered for

Δ
Δ

⁄2
⁄2

(4)
(5)

It should be noted that smodified< W (width of the radiator
patch) [15]. As suggested in [10]-[13] the parameter ‘s’
controls the resistive part and ‘d’ changes the reactive
component of the input impedance. We have considered the
optimized values as mentioned in [15] as a reference case
and varied length of the feed strip ‘t’ and stopped where the
maximum impedance bandwidth is obtained. This procedure
is repeated for remaining parameters, and finally considered
all optimized values to obtain the high impedance
bandwidth.
In this work besides procedure suggested in [15] for the
reduction of air gap, other parameters have also been varied
to get the further reduction in air gap value. As an example,
10 GHz design reported in [15] is reconsidered for further
optimization of air gap value. As reported in [15], the best
possible minimum value of air gap is 0.6mm. In this we have
demonstrated that this value can be further reduced to
0.1mm keeping antenna’s input impedance reasonably high
(38%) and is suitable for FCC defined UWB applications.
The optimization procedure is started from the minimum
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value of air gap reported in [15]. The optimization procedure
for g= 0.5mm is presented in the following paragraphs and
similar procedure has been adopted for other values of air
gap values.
3.1. Effect of Distance between Feed Strip and Patch (d)
In order to reduce the air gap, dimensions of the feed strip
and distance between feed strip and patch have been
optimized. Width of the feed strip (s) is calculated using
equation (3). The air gap is reduced in steps of 0.1 mm, and
for each value of air gap (g) other parameters (s, t, and d)
have re-optimized. As an example, for air gap value of 0.5
mm, optimization procedure is presented. The distance
between feed strip and patch (d) dimensions are varied from
0.1 mm to 0.55 mm by keeping t = 2 mm and s = 5.35 mm
constant. Optimized value obtained for this case is d = 0.5
mm (pl. ref. Figure 2).

to 5.85 mm in a steps of 0.5 mm by keeping the optimum
values obtained in previous sub sections t = 2.2 mm and
d=0.5mm. The return loss characteristics for this case are
presented in Figure 4.From Figure 4 it may be noted that the
optimized value for this case is s = 5.35 mm.

Figure 4. Return loss characteristics with the variation in feed strip width
(s).

It may be noted that similar procedure is followed for air
gap values of 0.3 mm, 0.2 mm, and for 0.1 mm. The
optimized parameters for different air gap values of 10 GHz
are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Re-optimized values of feed strip length, width and % BW for
reduced air gap values of 10 GHz.

Figure 2. Return loss characteristics with the variation in separation
between radiator and feed strip (d).

3.2. Effect of Feed Strip Length (t)
The length of the feed strip (t) is varied from 1.9 mm to
2.3 mm in steps of 0.1 mm by keeping the distance between
feed strip and patch d = 0.5 mm (as obtained in Section 3.1)
and width of the feed strip s = 5.35 mm. The return loss
characteristic for this case is shown in Figure 3. From the
Figure 3 it may be noted the maximum bandwidth is
achieved for feed strip length t = 2.2mm.

Air gap (mm)

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

t, s (mm)

2.2, 4.85

1.2, 5.5

1.2, 5.65

1.2, 4.3

2, 4.45

BW %

40.0

39.8

41.0

32.9

38.8

The optimized air gap value obtained from the above
studies is 0.1 mm with impedance bandwidth of about 38%.
Obtained return loss characteristics for 10 GHz with
different air gap values are shown in Figure 5. It may be
noted that center frequency is shifted as the air gap reduces
shown in Figure 5. However, the shift in the center
frequency may be re-tuned to some extent by loading such as
placing a slot on it [16].

Figure 3. Return loss characteristics with the variation in feed strip length
(t).

Figure 5. Simulated return loss characteristics of geometry of 10 GHz for
different air gap values.

3.3. Effect of Feed Strip Width (s)

It may be noted that the reduction in the air gap at higher
operating frequencies results in the shift in center frequency.

Finally, the width of feed strip (s) is varied from 4.35 mm
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The similar procedure has been followed for the different
center frequencies 2 GHz, 4.5 GHz, 5.9 GHz, and 8 GHz.
For the center frequencies of 8 and 10 GHz, 90.00 % and
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83.33 % air gap reductions have been achieved with the
percentage bandwidths of 28.8% and 38.8% respectively.
The obtained results for these cases are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Amount of air gap reduction and % bandwidth obtained for different bands of frequencie s
Radiator patch
Center freq. ( )

Opt. air
t, s (mm)

dimensions
(GHz)

[15]

Optimum air

t, s (mm)
gap

gap (mm)

(mm)[15]

(this work)

(this work)

L,W (mm)

BW (%)

BW (%)

Air gap

[15 ]

(this work)

reduction (%)

2.0

42.8, 53.0

3.0, 13

2.5, 14.5

8.50

7.50

34.5

29.02

11.76

4.5

21.0, 26.5

2.0, 10

2, 10.75

3.50

3.00

32.9

34.16

14.28

5.9

15.5, 16.4

1.2, 10

1.4, 9.8

2.25

1.75

34.5

34.58

22.22

8.0

10.0, 13.2

2.0, 5.2

2, 6.85

1.00

0.10

48.5

28.83

90.00

10.0

7.8, 10.6

2.0,5.2

2, 4.45

0.60

0.10

48.3

38.88

83.33

4. Conclusions
A procedure for reduction of air gap of coplanar
capacitively coupled suspended microstrip antenna has been
presented. An effort has been made (in all cases presented)
to reduce the air gap significantly keeping all other
parameters (of antenna geometry) optimum especially
impedance bandwidth of nearly 25% which is suitable for
most of the FCC defined UWB applications. It has been
shown that more than 80% air gap reduction can be achieved
at 8 GHz, and 10 GHz, respectively, compared to previously
published works for similar antenna geometries. The
antenna presented here proves to be the best candidate for
the FCC defined compact wireless applications (UWB).
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